
 
 

EAST GRINSTEAD TOWN COUNCIL 
 

Council Offices, East Court. College Lane, East Grinstead, RH19 3LT.  
Tel: (01342) 323636, www.eastgrinstead.gov.uk 

 
 

2nd September 2021 
 
 
A meeting of the AMENITIES & TOURISM COMMITTEE to be held in the COUNCIL CHAMBER 
at EAST COURT on THURSDAY 9th SEPTEMBER 2021 at 7pm. The Public are welcome to 
attend the meeting but due to the pandemic numbers allowed in the hall are restricted and pre 
booking is essential.  The meeting numbers may restrict the public attendance to Zoom only, this 
will be advised prior to the meeting on application to attend.  (Members of the public attending in 
person or via zoom with their camera switched on are deemed to have accepted that their image 
may be broadcast).  
 
Register to attend in person or to be sent the Zoom link by emailing 
townclerk@eastgrinstead.gov.uk before noon on the day of the meeting.  
 
If you are invited to attend the physical meeting please note that you will be required to wear your 
mask to enter and leave the building (unless you are exempt) where your temperature may be 
taken, but while seated you may remove your mask. You are no longer obliged by law to scan the 
QR code for track and trace, but if you wish to the code will be on display.   In order to remove 
masks the Chamber must be ventilated (doors and windows will be left open) so please dress 
accordingly.  
 
J W Holden, 
Town Clerk. 
 
 

AGENDA 
 

1. Public Participation 
The public are invited to attend the meeting to observe via a link which will be sent to any 
member of the public or press who requests it by noon on the day of the meeting.  They 
may ask questions under the councils remit, or make representation on a matter that is on 
the agenda.  Speaking is guided by the Councils standing order 1 (available on website).  
You should indicate that you wish to speak by using the raising your hand button. There is 
no right of reply. Other than when you ask your question your microphone should be kept 
on mute.  Should you wish to circulate anything to the committee this should be sent to the 
Town Clerk no later than 12 noon on the day of the meeting. 
 
To commence not later than 7.15pm. 
 

2. Apologies for absence 
 

3. Declarations of interest 
 

4. To approve the Minutes of the meetings held on 18th March and 5th May and the delegated 
decisions of 10th June 2021. 
 

5. Chairman’s Announcements 
The Chairman will give brief updates on items not included in the agenda. 

 
6. Tourism Report (Min 289 18/03/2021)  

The report from the new Community and Tourism Manager is enclosed for consideration. 

mailto:townclerk@eastgrinstead.gov.uk


 
 

 
7. Estates and Community Services Report (Min 290 18/03/2021) 

The Estate Manager’s report is enclosed for consideration  
 
8. Burial Services (Min 291 18/03/2021) 

The Cemetery report is enclosed for consideration  
 

9. Delegated Decisions 
Any decisions carried out will be included for noting 

 
10. East Court Live  

A report on the August Event for noting and a motion for consideration: 
 
Motion: Require all advertising of free Town Council events (e.g. East Court Live) to be 
advertised with immediately following, "Free*", to have in equally large font and 
prominence  "*Paid for by East Grinstead Taxpayers"  (Cllr Amos)  
   

11. Autumn/ winter Events 
To approve any planned events for the autumn and note arrangements for the Christmas 
Lights Switch on. 

 
12  Report from the Queen’s Platinum Jubilee Working Party. 
 
13 Use of the Terraces at East Court 
 The report will ask the Councillors to consider whether the terraces can be used for external 

group meetings and whether a hire charge is applicable.    
 
 

The next meeting of the Committee will be on THURSDAY 9th DECEMBER 2021  
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Officers Reports to accompany the Agenda for the meeting on 9th September of the 
Amenities and Planning Committee 
 
 
Agenda Item 4 - Tourism Report 
 
The report from the Community and Tourism Manager Ms Fletcher, is enclosed for 
consideration. 
 
Purpose of Report: To update the committee on the work of the Tourism Team  
 
Having started on 7th July this summer has been about reviewing the team, meeting many of 
the contacts and evaluating where we are.   Some of the progress is reported below:    
  
Wayfinding Signs (phase 1)  
 
The usage stats for the QR codes and have a total of 227 activations since signage was 
installed on the 16th of March 2021. When considering the context of Covid 19 that’s pretty 
good. Please keep in mind these figures do not include any visitors who have chosen to type 
the URL into their phone or accessed the digital maps via the website. The activations break 
down in the following numbers: 

• Wayfinding Monoliths - Visit East Grinstead has received 97 clicks / views 
• Heritage Panel - Sackville House has received 30 clicks / views 
• Heritage Panel - Whitehall Building has received 13 clicks / views 
• Heritage Panel - The Union Workhouse has received 32 clicks / views 
• Heritage Panel - McIndoe Memorial Statue has received 20 clicks / views 
• Heritage Panel - Sackville College has received 35 clicks / views 

 
The project was due to move to phase 2 with more finger signposts and potentially electronic 
signs.   The cost of the first phase project was £40,000 and it is recommended to allow this 
to bed in for a full season (this year has been visitor light due to the tailings of the 
pandemic), before deciding whether to proceed with phase 2 and if so to allocate funding for 
this next phase to a future budget.           
 
The Tourism Desk at the Library 
 
With Covid 19 restrictions lifting the library is becoming busier. People are coming to the 
desk and are keen to know what events are back on locally. We had 25 enquires w/c 12th 
July.  
 
The leaflets organised and displayed and are fully stocked with the most recent leaflets that 
have been published (lots are still 2020).  
 
Roger has initiated the Bear Hunt (small I Love East Grinstead Bear) for youngsters to keep 
busy during the summer holidays while encouraging visiting and viewing the windows of the 
local shops and businesses.    
 
East Grinstead Merchandise 
 
We have sold 24 items this month, and we are working on getting our merchandise online 
which is expected to boost sales.  We are thinking of how best to promote this.  
 
We have been looking at the PIs for the Tourism Team and will be making some tweaks as 
we have found some resistance in the hotels and boarding houses in providing information 
on room usage.  We are looking forward to bringing a fuller report next cycle as to the plans 
and achievements of the team to get tourism back in full swing following the pandemic.    
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Agenda  Item 5  - Estates and Community Services Report 
The Estate Manager’s report, Mrs Merricks  is enclosed for consideration  
 
Town Enhancements 
 
Summer Planting – Following the reduced floral display in 2020 the return of the full display 
this year has given much needed colour to the Town.  
 
Winter/Spring Planting – Quotations were sought for the hanging baskets and planters.  69 
hanging baskets have been ordered and plants for the 23 planters. 
 
Flowerbeds – Plans for the Winter/Spring display is currently being undertaken and will 
commemorate the Royal British Legion 100 year anniversary, a British charity providing 
financial, social and emotional support to members and veterans of the British Armed 
Forces, their families was founded on 15 May 1921.  
 
Festive Lights – Following the structural testing of the light columns undertaken in July, the 
application for licences and permits for the installation of the Christmas lights have been 
made to both West Sussex County Council and SSE lighting. The order has been placed for 
the Solar Powered Christmas Trees for Railway Approach at the same cost as 2020. The 
recommended works to the lamppost electrical infrastructure has been undertaken. 
 
Damaged Lights – Damage to the festive lighting in the trees at the junction of Railway 
Approach and London Road have been reported to our festive lighting contractor.  
• The broken branch and subsequent damaged lighting in one the trees on the traffic 

island outside between the Bridge Bar and the Railway Tavern was removed by the 
outdoor services team for safety. 

• The damage to the festive lighting in the tree at the junction of Railway Approach and 
London Road is the result of unknown works being carried out on the tree. West Sussex 
highways have advised that the works were not carried out by them and information from 
local retailers suggests that the contractor had an unmarked van so enquires are 
ongoing for recompense.   

 
Winter Maintenance – West Sussex Highways requested completion of the salt audit by 
Monday 16th August. This has been completed and submitted. As previously reported, West 
Sussex Highways were approached and asked that if the Town Council were to agree to the 
purchase of additional grit bins, over an agreed timeframe, that WSCC would be prepared to 
add them to the salt audit and annually fill them. But there would be no refill during the winter 
months regardless as to frequency of inclement weather, by the Town Council. Requests for 
additional salt bins are received annually.    
 
By adding more bins, this would reduce the quantity of grit provided to the Town Council’s 
store(which would only be for the community areas that we attend such as the High St and 
London Road Pavements, Bridges footpaths, East Court and Mount Noddy) and there will be 
no opportunity to refill any of the bins after snowfall.  
 
As it currently stands we have been advised by Richard Speller, West Sussex Highways, 
that they will fill any salt bins we have, before October in any given year. We currently have 
68 grit bins and the decision previously by this committee was to keep at this number as the 
outdoor services team endeavour to refill when limited stocks allow and due to the capacity 
of the small vehicle in which the task is undertaken, this refill takes several days already. It 
must be made clear that the level of stocks that we can store will allow a partial refill (up to 
25%) of each bin once per season.   
 
We are now asking the Committee if you would like to increase the number of bins in line 
with the proposal.   This will mean that we could over a period of years increase to a bin per 
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street if so desired.   But it will mean that there is no capacity to refill them during the winter 
period which will be clearly stated on the bins.  
 
If Committee decide not to increase the number we will stay at 68 which is the maximum that 
we can store and allows a partial restock within a reasonable period (1 week), and will 
continue to order additional grit for this purpose, along with stocks to grit the town centre and 
other community facilities not attended by WSCC and there will be no scope for requesting 
new bins to be sourced.     
 
The bins that we have sourced for the town are 1/2 tonne capacity (about 208 kg) and are 
currently costed at around £100 per bin.  
 
Committee’s instruction is requested.       
 
Tree Works 
 
Tree Survey – The 2021 tree survey of all the Town Council’s trees has been undertaken by 
our contractor and all our records updated accordingly. The next survey will be undertaken in 
2023 however, due to the decision to push back the next cyclical survey it was 
recommended that a negative reporting walk over survey is carried out in 2022 would be 
prudent: The cost of this is anticipated to be under £500.00. 
 
Tree Policy – Our arborist has been approached to write a tree policy to complement our 
tree risk assessment. The draft policy is anticipated late September.  
 
East Court – Following the tree survey all tree works with high priority works are currently 
being undertaken. Even with all works in the medium and low priority being deferred to the 
next financial year the unexpected total cost of the required works this year will exceed 
budget. It is anticipated that this will still stay within the overall budget.  

• T826 Sycamore – Felled  
• T440 Holme Oak – Removed Damaged Stem  
• T265 Sycamore – Felled and stump ground 
• T823 Sycamore – Felled and stump made in to a chair 
• T374 Lime – Removed deadwood.  Adjacent stump also ground out. 
• T252 Sycamore – Felled to ground level 
• T212 Sycamore – Pollarded at 11m, to a finished height of approx. 1.5m above fork 
• T149 English Oak – Cut back branches, leaving branches approx. 4m in length from 

trunk 
• T148 Sycamore – Felled to fence level 
• T147 Sycamore – Aerial inspection carried out 

 
The cost of the remainder of the high priority tree works which will be undertaken in 
September after the school holidays at a cost of £2,600:00+VAT. 
 
Tree works as follows: 

• T145. Mature Beech. Take down to near fence level. Remove all tree debris. 
• T72. Mature Sycamore. Take down to near ground level. Grind out stump. 

 
Turners Hill Road Rec – With the exception of the stump grinding which will be deferred to 
the next financial year all works have been completed as per the tree survey. The 
unexpected total cost of the required works this year will exceed budget. It is anticipated that 
this will still stay within the overall budget. 

• T4014 Oak - Felled  
• T840 Oak – Felled  
• T839 Sycamore - Felled and cleared fallen branches  
• T464 Oak - Removed deadwood and dying branches and crown lifted  
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Tree Policy – Our arborist has been approached to write a tree policy to complement our 
tree risk assessment. The draft policy is anticipated late September.  
 
High Street Limes – The Lime trees that were previously managed by East Grinstead Town 
Council, were paid for with the income from the sponsored flowerbeds. West Sussex 
Highways have been advised that following two of the flowerbeds now being reclaimed by 
the County that we are now longer able fund the cost of the pollarding. Richard Speller has 
fully appreciated this and forwarded our email to the Tree team to action. 
 
Tree Complaint – A resident in Badgers Way has been advised that following an inspection 
of the tree our arborist has advised that the trees in question are in good health and have 
adequate clearance of their property and that no tree works have been recommended at this 
time.  The resident has been advised that the trees in question at the rear of their property 
are all covered by Tree Preservation Orders.  They have also been advised that if they wish 
to make an independent application to Mid Sussex District Council to try to reduce the 
canopy, they would be liable for the cost of the application and works, the Council would be 
happy to approve the works.  As part of our tree policy, all trees are inspected every 18-24 
months therefore they will be regularly inspected and if any tree works are identified in the 
future, we will of course carry them out as necessary. 
 
Conservation Area – DM/21/2747/TREE – a planning application has been made for the 
trees requiring works within the conservation area: 

• T72 Sycamore - fell.  
• T75 Wild Service Tree - removal co-dominant branch  

 
Queens Road Cemetery – A copy of the required works at Queen’s Road Cemetery has  
been sent to the Balfrey Resident who is responsible for the tree maintenance in the 
cemetery. Following a question regarding the frequency in the inspections we have 
explained that we have reviewed our health and safety practises and our Tree Management 
Policy.  It states in our policy that we are required to inspect all trees every 18 months to 2 
years, and at a different time of year to allow us to see the trees in various stages of leaf.  
Although the Balfrey Residents are currently carrying out the high priority work we have 
stressed that it is essential that all works are carried out. 
 
St Margaret’s Loop – One of the house holders whose garden backs onto St Margaret’s 
Loop sent a report advising three of the trees near their property were the cause of 
subsidence to the rear extension. As all trees in the loop are subject to Tree Preservation 
Orders (TPO) the report was forwarded to Irene Fletcher a tree officer at Mid Sussex District 
Council for her advice as the recommendations is for the removal of 3 x Oak trees and 1 x 
Sycamore tree.   
 
Mid Sussex District Council advised that they are seeing many more of these cases partly 
due to some extensions like conservatories not requiring building regulation approval. The 
normal information they require is a report from an engineer/surveyor including a description 
of damage and an engineering solutions/repair proposals and a level of monitoring data over 
a year, not just crack monitoring. The claimant has been advised that the District Council at 
this time would not support an application to fell these trees as there is only an arboriculture 
report and one live root sample which is not sufficient proof to ascertain which oak it came 
from. 
 
You should be aware of a court case, Perrin & Anor V Northampton Borough Council which 
basically said that other engineering solutions should have been explored, rather than the 
felling of a TPO tree. 
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King Street Public Toilets 
 
Ladies Toilet – Following a report in June from a member of the public advising the right 
hand cubical was not flushing our handyman attended and replaced the actuator from one 
we had in stock.   
 
Other Works 
 
Beacon – Works to install the beacon were completed however; we were advised by Stuart 
Brown, Landscapes & Leisure Team Leader for Mid Sussex District Council was untenable 
due to Health and safety concerns around the use of the football pitches. The costs of the 
removal by the beacon from East Court and the required refurbishment works have already 
been reported to this committee. The full relocation costs to King Georges Field have kindly 
been met by a local contractor, Oakhurst Builders. Plaques noting the beacons original 
position and unveiling, relocation, ownership and the town twinning crests are currently 
being designed.  
 
Hedge Cutting – A Flail has been booked for 16 September to cut the hedges at Turners 
Hill Road Rec and Mt Noddy Cemetery. Following the unexpected total cost of the required 
tree works this year this has exceeded the budget. It is anticipated that this will still stay 
within the overall budget. 
 
Millennium Clock – Access to the High Street clock time and mechanism is in Café Nero 
has been problematic during the pandemic and although we have now been able access the 
panel our handyman advised that an engineer will need to attend. 
 
Right of Way 65bEG – Following a report of a damaged gate from a member of the public, 
Public Rights of way have been doing some research to try to trace any details of 
responsibility for the gate and have advised that there is no registered landowner, and they 
are unable to trace any original ownership. As their responsibility and interest lies only with 
the pedestrian access, which remains open and uninhibited, there they are unable to assist 
from a Public Right of Way perspective and their Highways counterparts do not have 
responsibility for private vehicular access points such as gates. Pending any decision about 
the future of the gate it has been removed by the outdoor services team for both public 
safety for safe storage. 
 
Regarding the surface vegetation complaint we passed to them, they have advised that they 
have passed this one to their team as this is outside of their routine cycle, but have 
confirmed that they will add it to their list. 
 
Imberhorne Allotments – Samantha, Customer Services for Raven Housing Trust have 
advised that they have make good the repairs to the fence damaged by one of their trees.  
 
Equipment 
 
Orbital Sander – To allow our handyman to work on the benches around the town in situ a 
cordless sander has been purchased.  
 
Grounds Maintenance – Edging shears for both the gardener and outdoor services team 
have been purchased along with replacement strimmer cord.  
 
Bench Grinder – A bench grinder and PPE has been purchased for our handyman.  
 
Angle Grinder – Following an inspection of the equipment the angle grinder failed the PAT 
test and was disposed of accordingly and a replacement purchased.  
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Trailer – Trailer – With the ongoing works in Queen’s Road Cemetery needing extensive 
use of the mini digger and the cost of hiring a trailer prohibitive three quotations were sought 
and a trailer purchased with delivery expected next month. 
 
Partnership Agreements  
 
Street Name Plates – Following the duties under the SLA partnership agreement for the 
repair and renewal of street name plate’s contract; 5 street name plates have been ordered 
in June, July & August which today we are still waiting on.   
 
Graffiti and Flyposting – The Outside services Team has collected a total of 8 pieces of 
flyposting and removed a total of 2 square metres of graffiti. 
 
West Hill Roundabout – Repairs of the West Hill roundabout have been reported on 
numerous occasions and have been marked but are currently still outstanding.  
 
Dunnings Road Bus Shelter – Although the majority of the bus shelters around the town 
are managed by Clear Channel, three shelters are owned and managed by the Town 
Council of which Dunnings Road shelter is one. Over the years the Council have received 
numerous requests from residents regarding the removal of the bus shelter due to anti-social 
behaviour with the latest request advising of further vandalism and the area being used as a 
toilet. The Ward Councillors were approached for their recommendation’s/opinions on 
removal of the shelter who advised ‘Agree with removal, and replaced with just a seat’.  
 
Following confirmation from Metrobus Ltd of and average passenger data for this stop and 
Ashley Jinks, Infrastructure Officer has advised there is an average of 6 passengers a day 
who use this bus stop.  
 

 

 
Repairs, Renewals and Maintenance – East Court Mansion 
 
Chimney – Following significant repairs the three chimneys 14 cowls have been fitted to the 
chimney pots on the Mansion to prevent birds and squirrels from nesting in the chimney.   
 
Window G26 – A quotation has been sought to alter the fixed window to allow it to open as 
the office is split into two rooms and one of them currently has no means to access fresh air. 
A planning application was made for the alteration; application No DM/21/2432 which was 
granted on 25th August.  

 June - Aug  
Tree Survey and update of the tree mapping  July 2,155.00 
Festive Lighting Remedial Works July 5,940.00 
Graffiti – Box of foam sleeves June 16.34 
High Street Beds Signage – Duke of Edinburgh June 77.00 
Signage – Vaccinations no longer at the Meridian Hall June 15.00 
Compost – Roundabouts June 12.50 
4 x Roundup Pro Active  July 135.80 
Hanging & Barrier Baskets  July 5,147.78 
High Street Floral Display July 1,992.00 
East Court Entrance Bed July 250.00 
Planters & Gateways July 550.00 
Tree Works – East Court July 4,800.00 
Angle Grinder July 59.00 
Edging Shears & Strimmer Cord July 75.49 
Street Nameplates July 138.00 
Tree Works –Turners Hill Road Rec August 1190.00 
Challenger 50 Beavertail Trailer August  3145.00 
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Fire Escape – Painting of the fire escape is being undertaken by our handyman however, 
work has been hampered by inclement weather. 
 
Leak – Following a report of a leak from one of our tenants in office 43 our building 
contractors attended and found the fault to be broken roof slates. As we were unable to 
purchase any replacement slates as interim measure these were swapped with some that 
were better protected.  
 
Toilet Door – The faulty door closer on the second floor toilet door was replaced by our 
handyman.  
 
Communication Cupboard –To improve the overheating of the electrical equipment in the 
communication cupboard our handyman has fitted additional vents ventilation.  
 
Repairs, Renewals and Maintenance – The Meridian Hall 
 
Chimney – Following inclement weather and a subsequent ingress of water, scaffolding was 
erected around both the Meridian Hall chimneys; works undertaken by our contractor 
included repairs to both the flaunching and pointing. Our handyman applied the masonry 
protection cream.    
 
Flooring – The Alliance for Better Care were advised of the works required to the Meridian 
Hall floor which included a full sand and sealant of which a contribution of £3,500 + VAT for 
the costs was agreed. Returning regular hirers of the hall have all given positive feedback. 
 
Dishwasher – A perished hosepipe was found to the cause of the reported leak in the 
kitchen which was replaced by our handyman.  
 
Electrical Works – Both a faulty light fitting in the Gents toilet and extractor fan in the 
disabled toilet have been reported to our electrician. 
 
Repairs, Renewals and Maintenance – The Old Court House 
No works were undertaken 
 
East Court Public Toilets 
 
Panelling – The repaired panelling in the disabled toilets was once again subject to 
vandalism and as it is on the lower section a decision was taken by our handyman to glue 
down the panel to prevent further damage.  
 
Gents Toilet – Maintenance to unblock one of the urinals in the gent’s toilet was undertaken 
by our handyman.  
 
Painting – Works to repaint the ceiling were undertaken by the Caretaking team prior to the 
return of the regular hirers.    
 
Health and Safety 
 
Automatic Doors – The service was undertaken on 18th June.  
 
Fire Alarm System – The service for all three buildings was undertaken on 6th August.  
 
Legionella – The first of two biannual water treatment services was undertaken on 23rd 
July. 
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Boiler Service Contract – The boiler service and landlords gas safety certificates contract 
for East Court & the Old Court House has been renewed.  
 
Fire Alarm Upgrade – Following the recent fire alarm service at the Old Court House, our 
service providers have enclosed a quotation of £2,366.75 + Vat for remedial works and 
areas that require our attention to conform to BS5839 and the Regulatory Reform (Fire 
Safety) Order 2005. 

• 20 x Photoelectric Sensor  
• 20 x  Sensor Terminal Fitted  

 
Fire Alarm Zone Diagram – Following the recent service at our premises it was noted that 
the site has a missing Zone Diagram. To comply with this our contractors have advised that 
can design a unique zone plan for our building at cost of £519.75 + VAT per building. Again, 
alternative quotations are being sought.  
 
BS5839-1: States that it is important to ensure that a suitable zone plan is provided to the 
fire alarm control panel (including repeater panels).  
 
Safety Inspections – The annual inspection has been booked for the heating systems 4 x 
Expansion Vessels and the lift inspection. 
 
Repairs, Renewals and Maintenance – Play Park 
 
Swings – The monthly playpark safety check has highlighted wear of the D rings which have 
been replaced. 
 
Fencing – The replacement fencing panels have been received which have been fitted by 
the outdoor services team. Additional panels have been ordered to complete the front 
fencing and the basketball area.   
 
Annual Inspection – The annual inspection of our play area was undertaken in June 
highlighting the risk level of each piece of play equipment and ancillary items. The majority of 
the items remain in the very low to low risk level however as expected the poor condition of 
the fencing and some of the safety surfacing scored in the medium risk level. Quotations for 
the bonded rubber mulch safety surfacing have been sought however, due to budgetary 
restraints the cost of a total resurface is not an option and a revised quotation for a repair of 
the existing flooring is currently being sought.  
 
Maintenance – An annual maintenance of the moving parts of inclusive orbit, cantilever 
swing and Rota-Bouncer have undertaken by our handyman and the outdoor services team.  
 
Picnic Benches – One of the picnic benches prone to flooding has been re-sited within in 
the playpark. A rainbow picnic bench for the playpark area has been installed by the outdoor 
services team.  
 
Whale Springer – In the toddler playground offensive graffiti was reported to be etched into 
the whale. Unfortunately as this is engraved into the vinyl coating sadly the only way we 
could remove the graffiti was to cause further damage. This has been reported to the police 
as hate crime.  
 
Multiplay Unit – Three quotations were sought for replacement of the piece of play 
equipment for £42,639.00, £40,135.00, and £35,499.91 + VAT and order has been placed 
for the lower of the three quotations. An order an order has been placed for the Climber for 
All at a cost of £35,499.91 and a date for installation is awaited.   
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Repairs, Renewals and Maintenance – Gardens & Grounds 
 
Signage – One of existing green signs on the estate has been repurposed to improve the 
directional signage on the estate for the toilets, fairy trail, Meridian line, and picnic area.   
 
Staff Parking – Final plans are currently being undertaken for the agreed staff parking area 
to finalise the costs.  
 
Garden of Remembrance – In readiness of Armed Forces day the garden of Remembrance 
was cleared, the 2 x Memorial Plaques reattached and the bench re-varnished. 
 
Bollards – A local maintenance company that damaged one of the bollards in the car park 
has been back to make good.  
 
Fairy Trail – Replacement fairy doors have been fitted by our handyman who is currently 
building fairy houses to make a feature of the monolithic tree, which following the tree survey 
required the removal of the entire crown. 
 
Café at East Court – The trial period for the agreement to café to operate by the play park is 
due to finish at the end of the school holiday. Like all businesses the consistency of the 
opening hours has been fraught with staff difficulties due to the Government’s track and 
trace.   Feedback remains very positive and as other caterers have expressed an interest 
and once the planning requirements have been ascertained invitation to tender will be 
sought.  
 

REPAIRS, RENEWALS AND MAINTENANCE EXPENDITURE  

East Court Amount £ 
Scaffolding – External 1,800.00 
Repairs to chimney 785.00  
Lift – replacement door board  1,210.00 
Council Chamber – Paint for storage area 26.27 
Office 8a – Wood and screws 65.51 
Black Paint – Bollards 15.00 
Padlocks  109.08 
Wedding Arch 202.14 
Chimney Cowls x 14 756.00 
CCTV – Call out & replacement camera 230.00 
Map Vent Gas Louvre Vent White 229 x 229mm 1.55 
Gloss Paint – Fire Escape 17.99 
Door Closure 10.83 
Wedding & Celebration logo 90.00 
  
Total East Court 5,319.37 
   
Meridian Hall Amount £ 
Scaffolding x 2 chimneys- External 1,200.00 
Repairs to chimneys & fitment of 17 x cowls 1,698.00 
Ceiling Tiles 298.00 
Replacement Hosepipe – Dishwasher 4.83 
  
Total Meridian Hall 3,200.83 
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Equipment Amount £ 
Orbital Sander 83.32 
Edging Sheers   15.95 
13 x boxes cup & saucers & 10 x boxes teaspoons 363.00 
Bench Grinder & PPE 46.76 
  
Total Equipment 462.27 
  
Grounds / Play Park / East Court Toilets  Amount £ 
Signage - Directional 730.00 
Signage - Wedding & Function Parking  30.00 
Playpark Annual Inspection 103.20 
Stain Block 23.33 
Rainbow Picnic Bench 395.10 
Replacement D rings – Swings 68.33 
Tarmac – Drive 22.74 
Fencing 175.251 
  
Total Grounds  1,547.95 
  
Health and Safety / Training / Licences Amount £ 
Automatic Door service 269.00 
Lift Service 1st September 2021 - 31st August 2022 140.00 
Meridian Hall Fire Alarm Service  77.40 
East Court Mansion Fire Alarm Service 242.55 
Old Court House Fire Alarm Service 156.45 
Legionella - Biannual water treatment service 500.00 
Boiler Service EC & OCH & Landlord Certificates 829.48 
  
Total Health and Safety / Training  2,214.88 
 
Tenancies and Hiring’s 
 
Tenancy Agreements – The following addendum to licence agreements have been 
received; there has very little or no increases in the rent agreements following a very year for 
many of the businesses.  

• SDM Travel – 03.08.21 – 12 months 
• All Kids (Ground Floor) – 01.09.21 – 12 months 
• Inspired Stories – 09.09.21 – 12 months 
• Jigsaw – 01.08.21 – 12 months 
• Traffic Management – 01.10.21 – 12 months 

 
Outdoor Ceremonies – The Ministry of Justice announced outdoor weddings will be 
permitted, legislation was laid in parliament which comes into effect on 1st July and lasts until 
5th April 2022. The definition of ‘premises’ is being widened to include both the built 
premises and any grounds in which they stand. A built ‘premise’ being a permanently 
immovable structure comprising of at least one room or any boat or vessel that is 
permanently moored. The grounds which are now included will be the areas within the 
boundary of the land on which the built premises stand. Prior to this change outdoor 
ceremonies had to take place under a permanent structure. 
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Online Applications – The wedding ceremony online application has now been completed 
and works to upgrade the East Court and Meridian Hall weddings and celebrations 
applications are bint undertaken.  
 
Conditions of Hire Weddings, Celebrations & Events 
Following complaints that the conditions of Hire are both had confusing and not easy to 
understand these have been rewritten in Plain English. There have been no changes to the 
essence of the conditions including the cancellation terms and payment timeframe. The only 
variation now includes the following: 

• The Hirer may not grant use of a drone at the Event without the prior written consent 
of East Grinstead Town Council. 

• Fireworks, Chinese Lanterns and Bouncy Castles are strictly prohibited on the East 
Court Estate with exception of sparklers which are permitted with previous consent, 
in writing, of the Council 

 
Regular Hirers – Following the Government announcement on 14th June regular hirers who 
were returning to East Court from 21st June and the Meridian Hall were pushed back to 21st 
July. The majority of our regular hirers are slowly returning with some deferring their return 
until September. Two of our hirers Slimming World and Yoga have advised that they will not 
be returning following the extended lockdown. 
 
Estcots Tennis Club – Access to water for the annual cleaning of the courts, initially 
requested for 2 days although was actually nearer 4 days, was granted at no cost to the 
tennis club.  
 
Outdoor Ceremonies – Our first outdoor ceremony took place on 23 July 2021, following 
approval from the West Sussex Registrars. An arch was constructed by our handyman 
which is proving very popular. 
 
Wedding Logo – The logo has been updated to now incorporate both weddings & 
celebrations. 
 
Budget & Income for 2021/22 
Details of income received for 2021/2022 financial year is given below on an individual cost 
centre basis. The Government’s second lockdown continues to have a heavy impact on our 
income for the year.  
 

 
 
Members are asked to note this report.  
 

Actual Income Budget Variance Variance Actual Y-T-D Variance Variance Full Year Budget
Y-T-D Y-T-D 20/21 21/22 vs 20/21 2021/22
£ £ £ % £ % £ £

Meridian Hall 35,309 29,167 6,142 21.1 7,284 384.7 28,025 70,000

East Court Mansion 32,850 30,833 2,017 6.5 19,904 65.0 12,946 74,000

Old Court House 20,680 22,083 -1,403 -6.4 13,105 57.8 7,575 53,000

Totals 88,839 82,083 6,756 8.2 40,293 120.5 48,546 197,000
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Agenda Item 6 – Burial Services 
 
Purpose of Report:  The Cemetery report provided by Cemetery and Compliance Manager 
Ms Jones, is enclosed for noting the current works and progress.  

 
Mount Noddy Cemetery 
 
Garden of Remembrance Area 
This area has continued to flourish with the time and efforts of the Outside Services team 
alongside gardener Jenny Watson who, due to its expansion, now dedicates a specific 
amount of her time monthly to Mount Noddy Cemetery. It must be noted that Jenny gives a 
lot of extra time as a volunteer. Three backless benches have been relocated from East 
Court and situated in the vicinity of this area with plans to continue adding more flora and 
fauna as we are able to.  
 
Memorial Wall  
Following the death of HRH the Duke of Edinburgh and the advice given by the Government 
for the public not to visit Royal Residences due to Covid-19 concerns; it was felt appropriate 
for us to provide a designated space as a public area of reflection / mourning in East 
Grinstead. It was felt that the most appropriate location for this would be to the tranquillity of 
the memorial wall in Mount Noddy Cemetery. As such, the plaque outlined below has been 
affixed to the rear of the wall at a cost of £792.30. The hope and intent is that this area can 
be used for residents to remember any loved ones or local historic figures etc. not just 
individuals of National recognition. To ensure safety (and cemetery aesthetics) we are 
looking to add a number of small ring brackets across the whole wall rear to support 
individual bunches of flowers avoiding flowers gathering at the foot of the wall.  
 

 
 
Equipment Repairs  
We have faced a large number of vehicle repairs for some of the agricultural equipment we 
own, this has included expenditure to solve a long standing issue with the battery life of our 
Massey Fergusson, the source of which was identified as needing a replacement 
(reconditioned) alternator which has now been fitted in addition to being serviced to ensure 
reliability throughout the winter months for use around the estate. The total cost of all the 
works carried out on the tractor have been consolidated in two separate invoices of 
£1,667.58 and £575.30 (the latter of which were for parts to be fitted by our Outside Services 
Team)  
 
In addition to the above, following an urgent issue in regard to the Dumper not starting it was 
identified that the original battery was in need of replacing: £279.47  
 
To ensure consistency is maintained in regard to the reliability of our agricultural machinery 
as we go into an uncertain winter, yearly servicing of both the digger and dumber is 
scheduled to take place during the first week of October. Whilst it is noted that the above 
expenditure is of not inconsequential amount, it should be noted that that whilst out digger 
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and dumber are both of substantial age, that there is no anticipated reason due to the 
relatively low hours used, to replace either providing they continue to perform. Following a 
number of years with little investment it is hoped that now, with yearly service investment, we 
will be doing our utmost to prevent unplanned repairs being needed – this would, for obvious 
reasons be particularly catastrophic should such an incident occur “mid dig” whilst fulfilling 
our duties to provide burial services. It should be noted that that the Outside Services Team 
continue to maintain a consistent regime of keeping these vehicles well cared for with 
regular cleaning / greasing etc.   
 
Cemetery Records 
Mr Chisholm has made excellent progress on digitalising the old cemetery records 
accurately, despite the obvious challenges that come with inputting such old records. The 
invaluable long term benefits of this work continue to be seen on a regular basis, with the 
information he has been able to supply swiftly when needed.  
 
Burial Data (numbers in brackets are for comparison with previous year) 
 
Mount Noddy Cemetery Jun 21 Jul 21 Aug 21 
Number of Earthen Burials 2 / (5) 0 / (2) 4 / (1) 
Number of Interments of Cremated Remains 5 / (6) 5 / (7) 7 / (3) 
Number of Memorial Applications Processed 4 / (2) 7 / (4) 5 / (8) 
Number of Memorial Wall Plaques Sold 1 / (1) 0 / (1) 0 / (1) 
 
Queens Road Cemetery  
Following notification from a resident we were made aware of a small water leak just inside 
the boundary of Queens Road Cemetery. This was identified as being caused by a very 
large ash tree inside the cemetery, from which the roots had damaged an underground pipe. 
This was, after considerable liaison with Southern Water, resolved thanks to the very patient 
support of an adjacent neighbour. To prevent further incidents of this nature (which due to 
the sensitive location is exceedingly undesirable) the ash tree is due to be removed for 
which we have been quoted £1,200 excluding VAT.  

  
This report is for noting  
 
Queens Road Cemetery (Deputy Town Clerk, Mr Quenault) 
Purpose of the Report: To update on the progress  
 
The badger relocation program and reinstatement of Queens Road Cemetery is advancing 
at rapid speed. Step one included the full clearance of section one. Section one is the top 
part of the cemetery (north) directly parallel with the Belfry. This required a significant 
amount of work to get it back to a manageable condition which is detailed below.  
 
The first part of the groundwork was completed by Holly Tree (Tree Surgeons) along with 
outside services following closely behind. The tree surgeons used chainsaws and strimmers 
to gain access through the gate. Once in the cemetery, they went about clearing. In total, it 
took two days to clear the entire section. The outdoor services carried out weed spraying 
and strimming behind Holly Tree to successfully resolve the ongoing issue with the 
overgrowth.  
 
Once the outdoor services completed this, it was decided to start levelling out some of the 
ground (as per our licensing conditions) with our digger, which is primarily used in the other 
cemetery. In doing so, it made it easier to carry out the work especially when it came to 
destroying ant hills and clearing brambles. If this had been completed via non-automated 
machinery it was estimated the work could have taken over three weeks. However, it was 
completed in just three days. Below are some pictures to show the difference between the 
two sections.  
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Mr Quenault was present while the work was ongoing, to assess the progress, report any 
issues and advise which areas were not to be cleared. We managed to find five graves that 
have been hidden for approximately 40 years. Inclusive of these five was a prestigious 
headstone that was in brand new condition dated 1875. Another being a sad but decorative 
shrine to some young children. These graves have been under two feet of dirt/foliage and 
were only noticed when we used the digger to level out the ground. Credit must be given to 
the outdoor services team for maintaining the respect of this graveyard during the works.. 
 
Ecology Consultancy have informed us that sadly the company that we were going to use for 
the practical work had staffing issues. Although this could have been damaging for our 
project, we have managed to use some of our local contractors along with our outdoor 
services to complete the next stage.  
 
Stage two is starting on 1st of September and requires patching to the fenceline, mitigation 
of the set activity and the installation of electric fencing around the required perimeter. Our 
outdoor services will be able to repair the fenceline and will also assist with the set 
mitigation. A contractor will install the electric fencing around the perimeter. We will be using 
solar power to charge the electric fence, which goes towards our environmental aims. 
Hopefully, this will see a reduction in our bill with the ecology consultancy.  
 
Whilst the work is ongoing Holly Trees have been on standby for section two which is 
expected to be completed this season. The ground doesn’t need as much tree work or 
bramble removal but does have some dangerous anthills that will need removal. 
 
Stage three is the installation of the badger gates that will be installed on the fence line 
where the badges have been spotting exiting and entering. The monitoring will take place by 
Ecology Consultancy and is part of our contract.  
 
With this being a large-scale project that will be carrying on into next year, it is great to see 
the cemetery become manageable. It will be imperative to maintain this once the badgers 
have left. 
 
We have also been in constant communication with West Hill/Queens Road/The Belfry 
Association to make sure that they know about the work that is commencing. So far the 
response from the residents has been positive and supportive. 
 
This report is for noting by the Committee  
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Agenda Item 7 - Delegated Decisions 
 
Purpose of the report:  Any decisions carried out between Committees are referred to 
below for noting  
1 The decision as to the Mount Noddy memorial/ place for public grieving as noted in the 
Cemetery report from Ms Jones.    
 
 
Agenda Item 8 - East Court Live  

 
Purpose of Report : To report on the East Court Live   
 
Due to Covid 19 there was only one ECL event this year which was held on 1st August 2021. 
This year’s event was later than usual (5-9 rather than 1-5) with live music starting from 5pm 
and the event culminated in a dazzling firework display at 9pm. This was unusual however 
the original booking for the fireworks had been for the VE day commemorations where 
nationally firework displays had been encouraged. Committee had agreed that the credit 
should be used at this year’s East Court Live as way of bringing some normality back.   
There were no sponsorships sought this year as it was not known if or when the events 
would be able to be held.  Indeed Committee cancelled June and July earlier this year due to 
the continuation of the restrictions. The bulk of the cost therefore falling to the EGTC budget, 
with only a small contribution from the vendors and the bar profit share.  
 
Unfortunately, the consistent heavy rain during the day did mean that attendee numbers 
were much lower than expected at approximately 800 at the height (although as many as 
1500 may have passed through during the day which is down on the usual numbers). 
However, everyone that attended thoroughly enjoyed themselves. The bands were of an 
excellent standard and there was a good selection of food and drink available. A number of 
Councillors and staff were in attendance and playing a role on the day.  The Fireworks costs 
had been paid from the previous year’s budget, and while we have not as yet had the final 
payments from one or two vendors and one of the artists, we can advise that the expected 
cost against the budget for 2021 East Court Live was £7,125. This is more than one event 
usually costs, however with the poor weather, the four quality bands and the repeater 
speakers for the fireworks music this was always going to be a more expensive one off 
event. The cost is accommodated within the budget and the underspend will be carried 
forward in to 2022 as usual. We are also carrying a credit of £800 against the portaloos for 
next year’s events.  
 
Planning has commenced for East Court live next year on 5th June, 3rd July and 7th August 
2022. The June event will be tied in with the Jubilee. Sponsorships are being sought as the 
MSDC funding has been stopped.  Our Summer Events have a budget of £7000, the overall 
cost is usually around £12,000 but with sponsorship, income from vendors and grants there 
is usually an underspend carried forward to the next year. The underspend is the safety net 
as income is reduced if we have poor weather such as this year.  
 
This is just for noting by the committee   
 
Motion:  To Require all advertising of free Town Council events (e.g. East Court Live) to be 
advertised with immediately following, "Free*", to have in equally large font and 
prominence  "*Paid for by East Grinstead Taxpayers 
 
This motion has been submitted by Cllr Amos and he will speak to this before 
consideration by the Committee.    
 
Agenda Item 9:  Autumn/ winter Event 
 
Purpose of report:  To note arrangements for the Christmas Lights Switch on. Christmas  
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Christmas lights switch on and the Big Reveal to be on Saturday 20th November. There will 
be low key entertainment along with the reveal and lights switch on (which will be performed 
by the Town Mayor).  The Road Closure will be from 3pm – 8pm  
 
Local Community Radio Meridian 107FM have been asked to attend the event, there will be 
first aid and some food vendors.  The intention is to encourage this to be a late night 
shopping event rather than entertainment.    
 
Following the event it is hoped to arrange for choirs from community groups or schools to 
attend the High St and London Road each week to carol at the Christmas Tree and lit trees 
on the traffic island near Tommy O’Flynns to add to the Christmas shopping atmosphere.  
 
The Christmas Lights Contract will expire after Christmas 2022, the tender process for the 
new contract will start in early 2022.  With the view of being let around the end of 2022.   
 
This report is to be noted  
 
 
Agenda Item 9 -Report from the Queen’s Platinum Jubilee Working Party 
 
A report will be given by the chairman as to the current thoughts of the Working Party  
 
 
Agenda Item 10 - Use of the Terraces at East Court 
 
Purpose of the report:  To ask the Councillors to consider whether the terraces can be 
used for external group meetings and whether a hire charge is applicable.   
 
During the pandemic it has been lovely to see that the terraces and all of East Court have 
been well used.  However many organised groups (when allowed to meet in the open) took 
to meeting on the upper and middle terraces and were well established by the time that the 
staff returned to the offices to become aware of the frequency and numbers involved (East 
Grinstead Town Council own the Upper (Rolley) and Middle Terrace, while the lower terrace 
(beyond the wall) is not visible as “a terrace” and is on the Mid Sussex DC land).   Although 
the groups are now able to meet again in the halls and indoor venues, it is interesting to note 
that formal groups have continued to meet on the terraces.  As weddings and other bookings 
have returned it has been necessary to ask some of these groups to leave the terraces and 
move to the Mid Sussex SANGs on some occasions.  Sadly not all groups have been 
pleasant and not willing to comply stating it is “common land”.   
 
The land is owned by the East Grinstead Town Council, it is not common land and the 
access by the public is granted by our permission.  We have the right to refuse entry and to 
ask people to move along, however, despite our signs saying that we grant access by our 
permission, this is not always appreciated. The Town Council have worked hard over the 
past 10 years to turn the terraces in to a walk of beauty and not just a flat green space. The 
grass suffers badly from excessive use and was not intended to have large numbers of 
chairs, rugs etc placed on them regularly.      
 
We have also discovered large groups congregating for socials on the war memorial, and 
keep fit classes taking place there, making it unusable for those who wish to visit and 
remember.   We have a lot of people who often want to pay their respects and do not expect 
to find a group of 30 holding a meeting or pilates taking place.  
 
We have always wanted to encourage use of the estate, but it has become apparent that the 
use of the estate has changed with an expectation that groups can congregate when and 
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where they wish.  We even found a wedding reception set up on the terrace on one occasion 
with tables and chairs for around 20 guests.    
 
The Meridian Hall and Cranston Suite are booked for weddings with the use of the terraces, 
to then find that another party has set up a picnic or are playing frisbee or holding a 
committee meeting is not what we have experienced before and clearly is damaging to the 
income potential for the Council buildings.  
 
When the Officers were aware that a volleyball club were coming to the middle terraces 
twice a week, we brought this to the Committee to ask whether you wanted the terraces to 
be bookable.   At that time the decision was no, that the terraces could only be used where a 
booking of a room accompanied this. Otherwise people were free to walk the terraces, sit on 
a bench and enjoy the view but not to have a group meeting or social event, and certainly 
not any commercial activity such as keep fit or other club classes. 
 
This has become difficult to control and the Officers are bringing this matter back to the 
Committee to ask again whether the middle terrace only, should be bookable for gatherings 
(non sport).  We would suggest the top terrace continue to be only used as part of  building 
hire as currently.  We would recommend that a booking must only be allowed if there is no 
internal booking in place where the inside hirer may wish to utilise the top terrace (such as a 
wedding), and not when Council or Committee meetings are taking place due to the potential 
for disturbance.  By the terraces becoming an area for hire. It will be much easier to move 
groups on and remove the assumption that the public area can be utilised in such a way.  
 
If Committee are happy that groups can continue to use the terraces as they have been 
doing for the past 18 months, this is asked to be confirmed, but Committee are reminded 
that this may disturb other bookings at the estate and result in loss of income as community 
groups seek to meet outside for free rather than hiring a room in the building.  There is a 
knock on effect to the car park also, as currently the car park is for only those using the 
buildings, however these gatherings usually result in a number of additional cars in the car 
park, if the committee agree to make the terraces bookable this will then allow hirers of the 
terrace to also park.  
 
Committee are recommended to allow the middle East Court terrace to be hired out 
with terms and conditions, at a booking fee to be agreed, for social and family 
gatherings when not in conflict with other bookings and hirers of the mansion and 
meridian hall.   
 
 
 

Officers Reports End 
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